ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

STAB DELETIONS  E.J. Ulrich

1. Compacting,  2. orneriness,  3. Chicaneery,  4. mainlander,
5. Scintillante,  6. Demimonde,  7. Misdemeanors,
8. Incapable ness,  9. Misconnection,  10. Mind-bending,
11. Consulence

BANANAGRAMS 5  Edmund Conti

recall, caller; elbows, bowels; medicated, decimated; simplest, misspelt;
calumets, muscatel; misinter, minister; littoral, tortilla; salt, last;
players, parsley; imaginer, migraine

THE SCRABBLE PLAYDOWN  William Webster

Abhorred, bored, advise Davies, agentive negative, alerted
related, ambivalent, ancient instance, angering enraged,
antiquarian quaint, antisag against, antisier nastier, argentic
argument, aretes Teresa, assert stores, asterisk sarkiest, asterisks
stares, autopsic captious
Bairnish brainish, balkline linkable, beards Debra's, bedlam
blamed, belied edible, blamed ambled, blames Mable's, brides debris
Calking lacking, cellared recalled, chicaner chancier, cladders
Scrabble, clanged glanced, clumsy muscly, cockling clocking, cadence
Second, compadre compared, corder record, creation reaction,
Creditor director, crispate practise, crowners recrown
Defrost frosted, demark marked, denounced denounced, demerge
emerged, denuder endured, deontic noticed, departee repeated,
Deserts dessert, design signed, despotic posted, detains instead,
Deterge greeted, devourer overrule, diaper paired, disendor
Downside, dipper period, downer wonder, downplay playdown,
Duotone outdone
Easter eaters Teresa, echards crashed, Einstein nineties, endues
ensued, ergastic cigarets
Filets itself, finders friends, fleshier herself
Gamine enigma, gaoler galore, garnets strange, gauntaries
Signature, gonadal diagonal, greeny energy
Habit baith
Implants misplant, indicator dictionary, infights shifting,
Integral relating, isotherm theorise
Lamenting alignment, lectured relucted, limpsy simply, listen
silent, luster ing resulting
MAGENTA nametag, MARBLED rambled, MARKER remark, MEDUSA amused, MINUETS minutes, MOTHERS thermos
NIGHTS things, NOTARIAL rational, NOOSER sooner, NOTICES section
OPUSES spouse, ORATION Ontario, OUTSIDE tedious, OUTSTAKE takeouts
PADRES spared, PARSLEY players, PEEKING keeping, PEELINGS
sleeping, PRETEENS pretense, PUNGLING plunging, PYTHONIC hypnotic
RECOUNTING countering, REFUTAL tearful, REGIMENT metering, REHEAT
heater, REKNITS Kristen, RENESTED resented, RENTED tender, REPLAYS
players, RESPLIT triples, RETASTED restated, ROCHEOT ROTCHE Hector,
ROUPED poured, ROTIFERS frostier, RUNTED turned
SCALEUP upscale, SEATER Teresa, SENNIT tennis, SEPALED pleased,
SIMPLEST misspelt, SINGING signing, SLANGILY sallying, SNUGGIES
guessing, SOLING losing, SOYMILK smokily, STAKEOUT takeouts, STIFLE
itself, STINKER Kristen, STOMAL almost, STOUND donuts, SUBTILER
burliest
TABOURED obdurate, TALLYMEN mentally, TANGLIER relating, TASTED
stated, TEASERS Teresa's, TESTER street, TETRADS started, THICKENER
Kitchener, TINKERS Kristen, TINSELLY silently, TITHING hitting, TOCHER
Hector, TOCHERED hectored, TOENAIL elation, TOPPINGS stopping,
TORCHES Hector's, TOWLINES Lewiston, TRAINS strain, TREADLE related,
TRESTLE letters, TRIANGLE relating, TRIENE entire, TROCHE Hector,
TROUNCE recount, TURNER return, TYPHONIC hypnotic
UNFOLDER flounder, UNGIRD during, NOTICED continued
VERSED served, VIRRALLING rivalling, VOLERIES overlies
WARDING drawing, WEEPINGS sweeping, WHOEVER however

KICKSHAWS Dave Morice

Toll-Free Wordplay: 1. 7 G's (gravity) or G 4's (G-force) 2. 4 C's,
N's (Four Seasons) 3. 7 T's (Seventies) 4. all Y's (all-wise)
5. 4 G's, 7 S (for Jesus, heaven) 6. 4 I's, 1's, 2 C (four-eyes
wants to see) 7. 1, 8 U's (one alone ate you many times)

Latvian Lover: The eight syllables representing the octave appear
as a charade of words in the first two lines: you'd fill me with
arDO RE MI FA SO LA TI DOrder

Shapely Anagrams: 1. redcoat 2. informer, reinform 3. reality
4. palette 5. nailer, renail 6. carouse 7. gullies 8. trounced
9. penial 10. pinches

REVERSE HOMOPHONIC CHARADERS Susan Thorpe

s.mi.ppy penis